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"I had just dropped off something at a
friend's house and was unlocking my car when
I noticed him. I knew he was going to jump me.
I didn't have time to do anything, unlock my
car or run back into the house, so I just tried to
keep the hammer away from me. He managed
to hit me on the head. I remember struggling
with him for what seemed like a long time and
eventually I was able to sit down in my car and
started kicking him. All this time I was screaming so my friends came out and saw him and
started yelling at him so he grabbed my purse
and ran down the street."
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HILE this short encounter only
lasted one or two minutes, its impact still
continues a year later. Barb has not been
the same since. Maybe that is okay.
As we think about living in a world
where people violate us in one way or
another, we can expect to face some
hard choices if we hope to respond nonviolently to these abrupt intrusions. In
the United States, one out of three
households will be victimized by some
type of offense this year.
Reacting to the statistics alone can
put us in Barb's shoes: "I just replayed it
over and over and over in my mind—I
don't know how many times—and then
all the fears that came with that kept
increasing.... For days I would check
every closet when I came into the apartment. I still do check my closets—
sounds ridiculous in a way—but I guess
I still have a bit of paranoia left."
One thing Barb learned was that fear
is real. A year after the assault, some of
the fear has changed to caution, yet she
knows that she is vulnerable, as we all
are—not just because of the violence in
our society but maybe because of the
violence within each of us. "When I got
down to the police station I retold the
story in great detail and I remember just
getting in touch with so much anger—
like if he had been there, I would have, I
could have killed him. I was that angry!
I didn't realize I could get that angry."
Some of that anger still remained five
months after the incident, but most of it,
she recalled, had turned to curiosity. "I
wondered what was going through his
head when he was doing this or why he
was walking down the street with a
hammer. Some of this anger changed
too from 'he's got to be caught and punished' to more concern for the person
himself and what is really going on in his
whole life." Later she added, "Maybe
he's a victim too."
Sometimes those who violate us may
end up being the victim of our violence.
Again we hear from Barb; "Probably
the main issue which I had to deal with
was, how does a pacifist respond to violence? In reflecting back on the incident,
at different points I had some guilt
about how I responded. Maybe I should
have talked to him. Maybe I should
have said, 'Do you want my money?
Here, take it.' All I could think of was to
protect myself—even if it meant hurting
him."
Many or perhaps most of us, especially men, will not experience such an
encounter in our adult lives. Yet the

issues raised here are real to most of us
and the feelings Barb identified are not
limited to victims of violent encounters.
Suppose, for example, you come home
one evening and find the front door ajar.
As you walk inside you suddenly realize
that someone has been in your house,
your home, your private place, while
you were gone. Maybe you are glad you
were not home. No, maybe you wish
you could have been home—then you
could have given them what they deserved.
Much like Barb, your feelings intensify. Now what do I do? The questions
begin flooding your mind. Who was it?
Why me? What did I do to deserve this?
What's happening to our world, anyway? I knew I should have bought one
of those home burglar alarms they advertised on television the other night. If I
had just been more responsible, this
wouldn't have happened. The list goes
on.
F O R THOSE of us who are determined to "live in peace" with our neighbors and our communities, further questions surface. To what extent should I
go to protect my property? It's surely
okay to lock everything up, isn't it?
Maybe I should put up a fence? A dog
that barks but doesn't bite would be
okay, wouldn't it? What about my children and their safety and well-being?
Surely they have a right to grow up
without being paralyzed by fear. Should
I learn to defend myself nonviolently?
What does that mean?
As members of "peace churches," we
have something of a consensus about
how to respond as nonviolent people to
international conflicts. Now that we
have thought and written and taught on
that issue, perhaps we are ready to think
about responding to crime and victimization. They are, after all, closely related.
In Matthew 5:43-44 Jesus said, "You
have heard that it was said, love your
neighbor and hate your enemy. But I tell
y o u . . . " and we all know the rest. These
are some pretty difficult words from our
Lord, yet I would much rather love a
North Korean than a person who broke
into my house. I would much rather
show love to a political enemy than the
bully on the block who is always beating
up my son.
To help us begin thinking through
some of these issues, I would like to
share several guidelines.
First, we, like Barb, are not exempt
from the feelings of anger and fear that
emerge when we are violated. These feel-

ings appear to be universal and we
should not use them as a barometer to
test our spiritual maturity. Rather, we
might view them as a reminder of our
humanity—our finiteness, if you will.
They are a reminder that we are living in
the "old Jerusalem," not the "new Jerusalem" for which we look forward.
We not only live in a broken world
but we are also a broken people, much
like our enemies. Perhaps we have more
in common with them than we wish to
admit. This is not a discouraging word
but rather an encouraging word. When
our brothers and sisters experience feelings of anger, fear and vengeance we
want to be gentle, caring and loving to
them. We want to move towards being
non-judgmental about these feelings and
help them to accept them as a part of
living in this world.
Second, however, we want to work
toward actions that are not based on
these feelings but are based on God's
word. Now comes the test. How can we
help each other to actions which are not
rooted in anger, guilt, blame and fear?
Here we need our Christian brothers
and sisters the most. Some of the choices
we make will have lasting consequences,
not only for ourselves but also for the
offender. We will have some control
over some of the decisions we make;
others we will not. If we call the police,
what then is our obligation to them to
cooperate with their investigation, apprehension and prosecution of the offender?
Where does our responsibility to the
offender end? With prayer, visitation,
witness, or something more than that?
Anytime our communities and national leaders are calling on us to make decisions based on our feelings of anger,
guilt, blame and fear, it seems necessary
for us to talk with each other about how
to respond. Will we respond out of these
feelings or will we be able to respond
with love?
One way to begin such an ongoing
discussion in your congregation or small
group is to set aside a "Criminal Justice
Sunday" to think and pray together
about these issues. May it begin a discussion among us about how to love our
enemies, as Jesus commanded. •
For resources to help plan a worship
or discussion time around the theme of
"The Christian as Victim" contact the
MCC Office of Criminal Justice, 115
West Cleveland Avenue, Elkhart, IN
46516 or call 219-293-4923.
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A quick look at a dictionary will inform one that theology is,
broadly speaking, the study of religion and beliefs. More narrowly,
theology is the study of G o d and his relation to the world. And for
a given group, theology can mean a specific theory or system of
belief. Perhaps the concept of theology as the mutual and cognitive understanding about God and the world is to be contrasted
with theosophy, which is a mystical and philosophical system
stressing the latent spiritual power of man and enlightened by
occult knowledge.

About a
Brethren in Christ
Theology
From time to time the question has
been raised about the content of Brethren in Christ theology. The question
may come from new persons who are
trying to understand who we are as a
people. Or there are some brothers and
sisters who have been with us for a long
time who wish that we had a definite
systematic statement of our beliefs.
By theology we mean more than what
may be found in our Manual of Doctrine and Government. To be sure, that
is part of our theology because it contains some words about what we believe.
But, as we all know, that can be changed
by our decisions at one or two General
Conferences. By theology we mean our
total life involvement. We are speaking
about our understanding of the Kingdom of Heaven as Jesus teaches it. We
are referring to the biblical record and
how we interpret the Bible for daily living. And theology also means our ties
with history and where we fit into the
great truths as taught in the early Christian writings.
Most Brethren in Christ know our
relationship to the historical Christian
tradition. That is, we are a result of the
Protestant Reformation and the specific
religious developments that occurred in
North America in the late 1770's and
early 1800's. We had our origins in the
Pietistic and Anabaptist movements.
We have since been influenced by the
American holiness movement (early
1900's), the evangelical groups (mid
Don Shafer is bishop of the Midwest
Pacific Regional Conferences.
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1900's), and more recently the charismatic and church growth movements.
It has been obvious that across the
two hundred years and more of existence, we have followed some of the ways
of our fathers and have borrowed from
others, and changed when we perceived
it to be biblical and good to us. Like
other groups, we no doubt have a
greater measure of culture in our theology than we see or care to admit. Our
roots were mostly rural, but long since,
most of us have moved to urban settings. Education has had a vast impact,
but for whatever reasons, we have not
become creedal. Unlike the Reformed
tradition, we did not develop a written
systematic theology. We do not ask
people to sign doctrinal statements. We
are more interested in love of the brothers and sisters than we are about letters
and books. We are constrained to work
at relationships rather than restoring
ancient landmarks. We will listen in

The Brethren in Christ
will have a theology
as long as they gather
together in a serious
search for Christ's way
of life in their
present world.

patience and live with each other even
when there are disagreements. It's more
important to be brothers and sisters in
the Lord than to keep the doctrine pure
or divide into new denominations.
To be sure, we find those among us
who want to return to the faith of our
fathers. The desire may be good, but the
fact is that we are followers of the Jesus
way, and that may be different than it
was fifty or two hundred years ago. To
make the journey even more complex,
we now have a renewed excitement in
the social order—the economy, ecology,
and peace. We know about the simple
life, caring for God's world, and living
peacefully as being part of biblical teaching. We really haven't sensed a need to
draw up a systematic and academic
explanation because we are more interested in a way of life than a book on
doctrine.
In the September 1981 issue of Eternity magazine, Bernard Ramm wrote
about the Anabaptists, referring to
Robert Friedmann, who was a life-long
student of Anabaptist theology. It seems
clear that out of that background, true
Christianity does not produce professional books. The Anabaptist understanding is not an academic bookish
enterprise. Ramm concludes that for
Anabaptists, "Christianity does not need
a ponderous theology: it is passionate
discipleship." And we are children of
that movement.
It is my perception that our theology
is our life together. We may need to
gather more often to discuss and dialogue. Perhaps we should find creative
Evangelical Visitor

ways within our culture to revive what
happened at love feasts and conferences
of previous decades. But our theology is
our searching the Scriptures and our
mutual obedience to the Bible. We are
people who believe the great Christian
affirmations such as the deity of the
Christ, the Incarnation, the concept of
the Trinity, the authority of Scripture,
and the Resurrection of our living Lord.
But our doctrine will only be effective as
we follow the Lord in discipleship.
The word disciple has even become
popular. But central to the Brethren in
Christ is the concept of brotherhood.

Only as we live in community and in
fellowship will our theology have authenticity. If we fail to share life with each
other, then we can resort to writing it
down with churchly authority or go the
way of each person doing his own thing.
Neither of these has been our heritage.
Therefore the Brethren in Christ will
have a theology as long as they gather
together in a serious search for Christ's
way of life in their present world. We
know we are only pilgrims here. (Sometimes we may forget that.) We look for
another city. We are members of another
kingdom. So as long as we dialogue,

listen to each other in love and then obey
Jesus as Lord, we will have a living
theology. And we can pass it on with
stories and some books, but our theology will not be ours if we put it in one or
several volumes. Our theology is a way
of life. And that life is our Brotherhood,
our relationship in Christ.

Next month: "Interpreting the Scriptures," by John A. Byers

"United in Christ
in our fragmented World"

Focusing the
theme
General Conference has been a focal point for the celebration of significant events in denominational life. Two of
the more memorable have been the Sunday School Centennial of 1963 and the 1978 observance of our 200th anniversary as a church. In addition, the brotherhood in varying
degrees has incorporated these events into the life of the
church throughout that year of celebration.
A new trend began to emerge when the General Conference Program Committee made a concerted effort to introduce the 1980 conference theme via a series of articles placed
at regular intervals in the Evangelical Visitor from January
to June 1980.
At its first meeting following General Conference, the
Program Committee spent considerable time evaluating
Conference. Out of this arose the idea that the Conference
theme was so valuable that it merited further exposure.
Action was taken to encourage the church to continue
emphasizing the "Inward and Outward Bound" journey of
the Brethren in Christ. Various methods were suggested and
used, including several more articles and news items in the
Evangelical Visitor, the bishops' newsletters, congregational participation in displays, discussions, messages delivered, etc.
Thus the concept of the three "I's" was born: introduce
the theme six months prior to Conference, initiate the theme
during Conference, and implement the theme during the
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following 18 months. This would provide a focus for congregational life and thought through two full years.
Introduction of the 1982 Conference theme begins with
this explanatory article. Two primary features will help the
brotherhood in focusing on the theme, "United in Christ in
our Fragmented World": the logo and a series of articles
written by a cross-section of the church that will prepare our
hearts for the devotional thrust at Conference.
Initiation begins at Conference. A more complete understanding of the logo motif will begin to unfold as we are
open to God's Word through his servants. There will be
opportunities for dialogue and prayer. Together the Conference body will grapple with the issue of being God's
people in our generation.
Implementation involves action. For a Conference theme
to make a significant impact on the Brethren in Christ, there
must be an honest effort to share in a practical manner the
theology we endorse. Pastors will be encouraged to lead
their people in a continuation of the Conference theme
through sermons, providing opportunities for dialogue,
visuals, etc.
Every Conference theme should mold us sufficiently that
we model through daily living the theological and practical
aspects of our faith. As a servant of the brotherhood, General Conference Program Committee believes the three "I's"
can be one tool to assist us in this direction.
Harvey R. Sider
General Conference Moderator
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Pastor H a s h i m o t o reports on the
Nukui Minami (Tokyo) church to seminar participants seated around tables.
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November 2-3, 1981 was an occasion
for rejoicing and hope as it marked an
historic event in the life of the Brethren
in Christ in Japan. Representatives from
each church planted by Brethren in
Christ missionaries, interested church
members, and Brethren in Christ missionaries gathered at the Nukui Minami
Church in Tokyo for the first National
Church seminar. The seminar, which
ran for a day and a half, was concerned
with the past, present and future witness
of the Brethren in Christ in Japan.
The opening devotional by Mr. Takanobu Tojo, pastor of the Yamanota
Church, focused on Ephesians 2:11-22.
Mr. Tojo related that it was while
attending the 1978 General Conference
of the Brethren in Christ in North America that the representatives from Japan
caught a vision for greater cooperation
among their churches of Japan. Though
there is considerable distance separating
the churches in Yamaguchi Prefecture
from those in Tokyo, there was a desire
to have opportunities for fellowship and
to discover ways of working together
more effectively.
The first session of the seminar began
with the presentation of a paper by Mr.
Hirokawa based on his seminary graduation thesis. This was a study of Menno
Simons' theology and the related Anabaptist movement. Primary emphasis
was given to Menno Simons' view of the
"sword." This was an excellent presentation and well received.
Mr. Hirokawa's presentation was followed by factual and statistical reports
on the history and development of the
churches in Yamaguchi Prefecture and
Tokyo, and by more contemporary and
personalized reports by the pastor or
representative of each of the local congregations. These reports included individual church statistics and the ongoing
6

ministries and programs of each congregation. But beyond the statistics, this
was a time of rejoicing together over
God's blessing upon his church and the
bearing of each others' burdens relating
to the ongoing task of kingdom building
in the local congregation. This was an
important and much appreciated part of
the seminar, for it served to show the
personality and character of each church.
What for some had only been a name or
locality before, now became a meaningful group of fellow believers with whom
they could fellowship and join in mutual
support.
After this the direction of the seminar
shifted to the consideration of future
plans for ministry and outreach. The
basis for these discussions was the presentation of three reports on specificjoint
church-planting ventures between the
Japanese church and the mission.
The new focus of outreach in the
Tokyo area is the Nishihara Christian
Center. The team leadership for this
ministry is Mr. and Mrs. Furuta and
Rev. and Mrs. Marlin Zook. (Mr. Furuta
will graduate from seminary in April of

New Roots
1982.) This work, which is sponsored
jointly by the Tokyo area churches and
the mission, began approximately one
and a half years ago with English and
Bible classes. In April of 1981, regular
Sunday services began.
Another area of outreach is planned
for the Shin-Shimonoseki area in Yamaguchi Prefecture and is sponsored by the
Yamaguchi Churches in cooperation
with the mission. Mr. and Mrs. Hirokawa moved to this area in April of 1981
after graduation from seminary and he
is presently working part-time as a member of the pastoral team at the Yamanota Church in Shimonoseki. They will
be joined in August of 1982 by Dan and
Karen Deyhle and Ray and Winnie
Hock.
The third area of outreach involves a
new locality for the Japan mission. Rev.
John Graybill presented a proposal to
begin a new work in the Nagoya City
area. The primary consideration in this
discussion was that of personnel. Mr.
and Mrs. Sugata, former members of
the Shimonoseki Church now living and
working in the Nagoya area, have ex-

The seminar included
church members from Tokyo
and Yamaguchi-ken churches
and missionaries. Shown here
are Rev. Hashimoto (Tokyo),
Mrs. Suzuki ( W a k a b a c h o
church, Yamaguchi), missionary Marlin Zook, Mr. Shimohara (Yayoidai church, Tokyo),
Mr. Kamiyama (associate pastor, Yayoidai church).
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Nicaraguan groups
enthusiastic about
studying peace together

Sprouting
by Ray Hock
pressed a desire to be part of a churchplanting venture in this area. Approval
was given to this proposal and Rev. and
Mrs. John Graybill plan to move to this
area this spring.
The joint sponsorship of these three
church-planting ministries between the
Japanese church and Brethren in Christ
Missions clearly calls for new roles and
responsibilities both for the church and
the mission. New communication links
and administrative patterns are already
in the process of implementation between the Japanese church and Brethren
in Christ Missions. The seminar, initiated and planned by the church in Japan,
indicates a heightened awareness that it
is necessary to work and plan together
as a body of believers. Their ability to
grasp the issues, articulate their differences, assert leadership and plan in unity
and brotherhood is a sign that the Lord
of the church is at work among them.
What were the specific short-term
results of the seminar? Initially a working committee of three members was
appointed to plan future meetings and
act in an advisory capacity. And the
long-term results? Every gardener is well
aware that today's flowers are yesteryear's seeds. Just as today's church
reflects the quality of seed sown and the
nurture given, so the church of the
future will certainly reflect the happenings of today. Certainly this historymaking seminar was a new seed planted
in the life of the Japan church. Let us all
pray for its growth so that we might
rejoice together as the Lord of the harvest gives the increase.

Ray and Winnie Hock, with Jason, are
presently studying Japanese language in
Karuizawa in preparation for church planting in Yamaguchi ken.
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Leaders of the two Mennonite and
one Brethren in Christ conferences in
Nicaragua gathered November 20 to 22
for a "peace study retreat," studying
peace issues in light of Anabaptist theology and the challenges revolution has
brought to Nicaraguan society. MCC
representatives Henry and Lorena Doerksen, who organized the retreat, filed the
following report.
Our expectations were high, but the
final count of participants registered
was even higher! An average of 130 pastors, church leaders and lay persons
attended sessions of the weekend study
retreat. The Brethren in Christ outnumbered the other two Anabaptist missions
in participants, as they did at two similar
retreats here.
It was a time of fellowship on an intermission level, the only time most of
these people get together. They were
able to share experiences and opinions
informally as well as in the organized
discussion groups.
Josd Ortiz, Mennonite Church associate general secretary for Latin concerns, gave four presentations on the
history and experience of the Anabaptists. Each of the pastors who attended
the retreat received a set of five booklets
by J. C. Wenger. Ortiz also used these as
reference material. Since Ortiz is Latin
he could identify with the participants
and could use the first person plural very
effectively.
In the first session we looked at the
history of the church in Latin America,
examining how Spain brought in Roman
Catholicism and the United States
brought in Protestantism. Then we saw
where churches with Anabaptist origins
came on the historical scene. Ortiz pointed out that just as the early Anabaptists
had their place in history, so Mennonites and Brethren in Christ are called to
be part of history. He suggested that we
should go to the Bible for help like the
Anabaptists did. Our foundation is
Christ and in him we find the source of
power.
In the second presentation Ortiz dealt
with what we believe, emphasizing that
if we strongly believe in something we

will live that belief. Moving from the
conversion experience into the Christian
life is a process of being part of the
church as a family, interpreting the
scriptures, guiding and being guided. As
the early Christians received the word,
were baptized into the church and were
instructed, they started spreading the
gospel. Others believed, lived accordingly and thus kept the process going in
a continued circle. So the church today
also needs to keep the process going,
Ortiz said.
The third presentation was on "The
Way of Peace." We took a closer look at
the booklet by J.C. Wenger, picking out
the main events, concepts and persons.
Ortiz pointed out the fact that peace is a
powerful instrument in bringing about
change. He also defined the peace terms
"Pax" and "Shalom."
In the fourth and last presentation
Ortiz talked about the Anabaptist pastor in the future. Does the future scare
us or challenge us? he asked. This is a
question we need to ask ourselves, especially in this technological era. He pointed out that the church today should use
modern facilities such as the press in
order to better evangelize, just as early
Christians used the means they had
available at their time. He challenged
each one of us to "renew our understanding" and to use the scripture as our
base for action.
Ortiz was very good at revising his
talks as he went along in order to answer
the group's questions. During free time
and question periods he discussed things
with the participants and learned of
their concerns. Also realizing some misconceptions on the general theme, he
then brought these in so as to clarify
issues. All participants appreciated the
way Ortiz identified with the people and
kept his presentations simple, so that all
could understand.
Judging from questionnaires, everyone very much appreciated the retreat
and the time together with people from
conferences. A number stated that they
would like these retreats every six
months. Many appreciate the training
they have received through these retreats and would like to receive more.

Lobengula church
holds Civic Sunday
Over 1,000 persons attended a Civic Sunday service
at the Lobengula Brethren in Christ Church in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe, November 1,1981. Guests of honor
at the dedicatory service for the city included Bulawayo's mayor, Naison K. Ndlovu, along with other local,
regional and national figures. Bishop Stephen Ndlovu,
the Mayor's chaplain, delivered the message to the
congregation. Refreshments followed the service.
Shown here in photo: Mayor Naison Ndlovu (center) in
the civic procession approaching the Lobengula
church.

Draft registration continues,
prosecutions pending
On January 7 President Ronald Reagan announced that he will continue
draft registration. He said his decision
was based on the findings of the Presidential Military Manpower Task Force
chaired by Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger.
This action continues the requirement
for young men to register for the draft
within 30 days before or after their 18th
birthday.
It also indicates that the government
will take some action to prosecute those
who have not registered. The government is faced with a major enforcement
problem, with an estimated 800,000
non-registrants since the program began
in 1980.
The administration has given no indication whether it will attempt to identify
and prosecute all non-registrants, or if it
will prosecute only a few as a warning to
others.
In his statement the president said:
"Late registrations are being accepted
and I have instructed the Department of
Justice to make provision for a grace
period for the late registrants." Edwin
Meese, counselor to the president, said
in a news conference that the Justice
Department would wait 30 to 60 days
before proceeding with indictments of
non-registrants.
John Stoner of Mennonite Central
Committee U.S. Peace Section said the
government had earlier issued warnings
to a limited number of young men who
have openly stated that they have refus8

ed registration. That number includes
those refusing registration for reasons of
faith.
Stoner said Peace Section U.S. is
keeping in touch with identified Mennonite non-registrants. If any are prosecuted the section will report developments in their cases and may solicit
funds for their support. As draft registration continues, MCC U.S. encourages 16- and 17-year-old Mennonites
and Brethren in Christ to register their
conscientious objector convictions with
the Christian Peacemaker Registration
form, available in local churches or
from MCC, Akron, Pa., 17501.

Selective Service
publishing regulations
The Selective Service System has proposed new regulations which would
institute a mobilization draft apparatus.
These regulations, first published in the
Federal Register on December 3, 1980,
have drawn criticism from many national groups, including the National Interreligious Service Board for Conscientious Objectors.
NISBCO's Executive Director Warren Hoover said, "These regulations
reflect an increasingly repressive approach, and an undoing of significant
reforms in the processing of registrants
achieved during the Vietnam era under
public and Congregational pressure."
Under these mobilization draft regulations, which took effect December 17,

Reagan's moved to continue draft
registration is counter to his earlier
pledges. At the Republican convention
in which he was nominated, Reagan
said in his acceptance speech: "I'll tell
you where I stand. I do not favor peacetime draft or registration."
Insisting that he has not changed his
position, Reagan said on January 7:
"However, we live in a dangerous world.
In the event of a future threat to national
security, registration could save the United States as much as six weeks in mobilizing emergency manpower."
The source of the "six weeks" figure
was not given. A November 1978 Congressional Budget Office study found
that the first inductees could be delivered by Selective Service only 13 days
earlier with a peacetime registration system than by registering after an emergency was declared.
claims for conscientious objection and
other exemptions must be filed in a brief
period, as short as 10 days, after mailing
of an induction order. Young men can
no longer begin to document a conscientious objector position with Selective
Service before being drafted.
In general, the new regulations will
make filing claims and appealing classifications more difficult. Student deferments available in the Vietnam era draft
have been eliminated, including the 2-M
deferment for students in medical specialties. Under the new regulations the
age of vulnerability to the draft would
be extended from 25 to 34.
The regulations specify claimants may
not present witnesses at personal appearances before District or N a t i o n a l
Boards, and may not record or copy
transcripts of board proceedings.
Evangelical

Visitor

Attend the

ONE HUNDRED SEVENTH GENERAL CONFERENCE
July 3 - J u l y 8, 1982
of the

BRETHREN IN CHRIST

"United
in Christ
in our fragmented world"
Dates: Saturday, July 3, 1 PM, through Thursday noon, July 8, 1982
Place: Azusa Pacific University, Azusa, California
All persons attending General Conference will need to:
Report lodging plans and requests by May 15
Report transportation requests by June 1 5
GENERALCONFERENCE
- A Church-Wide Fellowship
- A Great Family E x p e r i e n c e
Full i n f o r m a t i o n a n d reply forms in t h e February 10, 1982, issue of the

Evangelical Visitor.
A d d i t i o n a l f o r m s a v a i l a b l e f r o m your pastor or f r o m the C o n v e n t i o n Director, Paul Hostetler, G r a n t h a m , PA t 7 0 2 7 .

SITE OF 1982 GENERAL CONFERENCE
Azusa Pacific University, Azusa, California
All sessions, meals, and lodging will be on the Valley Campus.
Some overflow lodging may be on the Hillside Campus. Information
and Registration will be in the Turner Campus Center.

Valley Campus Map

1. Music Annex
2. Music Building
3. Administration
Annex
4. Administration
Building
5. Faculty Offices
6. Faculty Offices
7. Marshburn
Memorial Library
8. Tennis
9. Parking

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Little Chapel
Alumni Court
Storage
Science Building
Classrooms
Gymnasium
Shop
Offices
Graduate Studies
Residence
Clarinda Hall
Trinity Apartments
Duplexes
Adams Hall
Baseball Field
Turner Campus Center
Multi Media Center I
Multi Media Center II
Married Student
Housing Complex
Marshburn Memorial
Media Center
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Azusa Pacific Univers ; ty is about 1 7 miles
west of Upland, California, at the comer of
Alosta Boulevard (Hwy. 66) and Citrus
Avenue.
Those traveling by car have a choice of
various routes from Upland. Perhaps the
simplest route is by way of Foothill Boulevard and Foothill Freeway.
Leaving Upland, travel north on Euclid
Avenue to Foothill Boulevard (Hwy. 66).
Turn left (west) on Foothill Boulevard and
travel approximately 8 miles to the Foothill Freeway (1-210) interchange.
Travel west on Foothill Freeway to the
"Citrus" exit onto Base Line; turn left on
Base Line to stoplight at Citrus Avenue; and
turn right on Citrus Avenue. Azusa Pacific
University is about % mile north of Foothill
Freeway. Allow 20 to 30 minutes for the trip.
You can register for General Conference,
rooms, meals,etc.on Friday, July 2, from 6 to
9 PM, and on Saturday, July 3, from 8 to 12
noon. First business session on Saturday
at 1 PM.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION - 1982 GENERAL CONFERENCE
If you plan to attend General Conference at Azusa Pacific University, please fill in the a t t a c h e d forms regardless of w h e r e or with
w h o m you plan t o stay. This includes those staying in their own homes. Kindly return the forms to the designated people before the
deadline dates. Requests will be h o n o r e d in the order they are received.
PRE-REGISTRATION
All p e o p l e a t t e n d i n g the 1982 Conference, both c o n f e r e n c e members a n d m o n c o n f e r e n c e members, need to pre-register.
This s h o u l d be d o n e in two steps. Step 1:
Fill in both sides of attached Form 1 a n d
mail it to Paul Hostetler by May 15. He will
then s e n d you the necessary registration
forms (one for e a c h person) for Step 2.
Your next step will be to fill in these larger
forms and return them to the Convention
Director, along with a c h e c k or money order.
The s e c o n d forms have full provision for
general registration, l o d g i n g reservations,
and meal reservations.
The registration fee for all p e o p l e 18
years of a g e a n d older, if paid before
J u n e 1 , is $15 per person, or $3.50 a day,
whichever is less. After J u n e 1 the registration a m o u n t is $18, or $4 a day, whichever is less. All persons attending d a y sessions or w o r k s h o p s s h o u l d register. Receipts from registrations help cover Conference operational expenses.
The General Conference registration fee,
as well as all other c h a r g e s for the Conference, s h o u l d be paid in U.S. funds.

For those w h o purchase meal tickets for
individual meals after arrival, the rates
are:
Age 9 and
Breakfast:
Lunch:
Dinner:

Age 5 - 8
Breakfast: $1.50
Lunch:
$2.00
Dinner:
$2.50
Children 4 and under, no charge
You can request meal reservations by
filling in both sides of Form 1 and returning
it to Paul Hostetler before May 15.
DEADLINES
The deadline for Step 1, when you send in
the attached Form 1, is May 15.Thedeadline
for Step 2, when you send in one largerform
for each person, is J u n e 1. However, most
people will want to work far ahead of these
dates.
The cancellation deadline to Azusa

LODGING
L o d g i n g will be p r o v i d e d for 536 people
(first come, first served) in Azusa Pacific
residence halls o n the main c a m p u s . If
needed, 50 more beds are available on the
Hillside C a m p u s , a few miles away. The
rooms have twin beds, a n d two guests will
be a s s i g n e d to e a c h room. If a private room
is desired, the rate will be d o u b l e the rates
listed below. The rates are as follftws:
$6.00 per person per night in meal/room
p a c k a g e plan (minimum five nights); $8.50
per person per night if not in p a c k a g e
plan.
Children on floor in parents' room, no
charge; beds for children age 8 a n d under,
$3.50 in p a c k a g e plan, $5.00 otherwise.
Children a n d youth from age 9 t h r o u g h
c o l l e g e (with I.D.), $5.00 per person per
night whether in meal/room p a c k a g e plan
or not.
Linen p a c k a g e provided for all guests
e x c e p t c h i l d r e n on floor. Includes: pillow, pillowcase, blanket, 2 sheets, washcloth, 3 towels, 2 soaps, 1 cup.
You c a n request a room by filling in both
sides of Form 1 a n d returning it to Paul
Hostetler before M a y 1 5.

up
$3.00
$4.00
$5.00

Pacific University, with full refunds, is
June 25. No refunds after that date, except
in emergencies. Because of delays of up to
a week in postal service, late cancellations
will need to be submitted by phone. Call
(213) 9 6 9 - 3 4 3 4 a n d ask for B o b T o w n s e n d
at Extension 252. Also inform the Convention Director.
REGISTRATION AT C O N F E R E N C E
Registration at Conference will be on
Friday, J uly 2,6-9 p.m., and Satu rday, J uly 3,
8-1 2 noon. The registration will include:
1. Getting a name tag a n d convention
packet.
2. Registering for General Conference
membership.
3. Picking up a room key and meal tickets. (Those w h o arrive early or late c a n
get these as follows: Go first to the
Student Center in the Turner C a m p u s
Center. If closed, g o to the Security
Office in the lobby of A d a m s Hall, or
call (213) 969-3434. If closed, call
Robert Townsend, (213) 443-8934,
and ask to have 192204 paged.)

r
FORM 2-a-TRANSPORTATION TO C O N F E R E N C E

Today's Date_

(If traveling by car, you need not fill in this card)
PRINT name(s)
PRINT full address .
Phone (
? E
5 <s

za <

J / W e arrive at the Los Angeles Airport; please meet me/us.
J / W e will arrive at the Ontario Airport; please meet me/us.

c

o E
03
c X

Date

Time

Carrier

No.

Please meet me/us at the Claremont bus station: Date

_Time_

Remarks:
(Send to Wayne Bignell by J u n e 15)

(Fill in other side also)

Today's D a t e .

F o r m 1 -a - G E N E R A L I N F O R M A T I O N

_Conf. Member?

PR I NT your name

C
M
30)
O
a=
? r^

PRINT full address

MEALS
Excellent meals will be served in the
university d i n i n g room. The university also
has a small s n a c k bar. S o m e fast-food
places are within w a l k i n g distance of the
campus. The meal rates in the d i n i n g room
for pre-registered guests are:
For age 9 and up, $10.00 per person per
day in m e a l / r o o m p a c k a g e plan (minim u m - 15 consecutive meals). Children
5 - 8 in p a c k a g e plan, $5.00 per day. Children 4 a n d under, no charge.

)

Phone (

« I
in S

3
°
« o

_Women_

How many people in your group? Men_

]_
_ Children^

Give names and (if under 18) ages. Also indicate Conf. Members.

Io .9c
+* c
a o

cc o

Arrival d a t e .

Plane?

Send no money at this time.
(Fill in other side also)

Bus?

Car?

Departure d a t e .

(Send to Paul Hostetler by May 15)

For g r o u p s of 25 or more arriving or
departing at the same time:
To or from Los Angeles Airport by bus $3 per person.
To or from Ontario Airport by bus $1.50 per person.

4. C h o o s i n g a w o r k s h o p for Tuesday
afternoon.
5. Selecting a place of w o r s h i p for Sunday morning. Transportation will be
provided for those n e e d i n g it. Some
c o n g r e g a t i o n s will n e e d to limit the
number of guests b e c a u s e of s p a c e
limitations.
6. Registering for special meal meetings.

PLEASE PAY YOUR DRIVER
UPON
ARRIVAL AT YOUR DESTINATION.

TRANSPORTATION
With General C o n f e r e n c e travel and sessions involving both U.S. a n d C a n a d i a n
holidays, p u b l i c carriers will be l o a d e d to
capacity. M a k e your reservations early to
protect yourself from d i s a p p o i n t m e n t s .
If you w o u l d like to have s o m e o n e meet
you at an airport or bus station, fill in both
sides of Form 2 a n d send it to Wayne
Bignell, 9051 Hamilton, Alta Loma, CA
91701 by J U N E 15. After that date call
Wayne Bignell,(714) 989-5943.Transportation charges are as follows:
For individuals or small g r o u p s a n d families:
To or fiorri Los A n g e l e s Airport by c a r $20.00 per trip*
To or from Ontario Airport by car - $8
per trip*
To or from G r e y h o u n d Terminal, Claremont, by car - $6 per trip*
* U p to 5 p e o p l e may share the cost of
above car fares.

CONFERENCE PHONE NUMBERS
Information Booth:
(213) 9 6 9 - 8 2 1 9
General Conference Secretary:
(213) 969-6114
Auditorium Platform:
(213) 9 6 9 - 3 2 1 9
(The university p h o n e number, to be used
only in emergencies when no one can be
reached at the above Conference numbers,
is: (213) 969-3434. Ask for Conference Services).
CAMPING INFORMATION

PARKING
When you arrive at the corner of Alosta
Boulevard and Citrus Avenue, drive north
on Citrus and turn right into the c a m p u s on
College Avenue. The parking areas are
nearby. A parking attendant will be at the
c a m p u s entrance most of the time to give
you directions.
CONFERENCE ADDRESS
Letters sent to General Conference
s h o u l d be a d d r e s s e d as follows:
(Name of person)
c / o Brethren in Christ Gen. Conf.
Azusa Pacific University
Azusa, CA 91702

Campsites are available on c a m p u s within easy walking distance of residence hall
bathrooms. NO HOOKUPS AVAILABLE.
For those who desire off c a m p u s campsites, reservations should be made EARLY
A N D DIRECTLY WITH THE CAMPSITE.
Then fill in and return Form 1 by May 15.
Information on a possible campsite follows (no sites nearby).
EAST SHORE RECREATIONAL VEHICLE
PARK (15 miles away)
120 East Puddingstone Dr.
San Demis, CA 91 773
$11.50 per night, $72 per week
Phone: (714) 599-8355
OTHER OFF CAMPUS LODGING

PLEASE NOTE: Due to delays in mail
service, a full week s h o u l d be allowed for
delivery of letters.

You will need to make your own arrangements for lodging in private homes DIRECTLY WITH THE PERSON INVOLVED. If
you wish to have motel a c c o m m o d a t i o n s ,
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY A N D
DIRECTLY.
Wherever you stay, fill in Form 1 a n d
return by May 15. The motels below have
rates of from $19.74 to $30 for a doubleo c c u p a n c y room.

ORM 2 - b - T R A N S P O R T A T I O N FROM C O N F E R E N C E
f traveling by car, you n e e d not fill in this card)
RINTname(s)
lease take me/us to:

5<

The Los A n g e l e s Airport

o o

The Ontario Airport
The Claremont Bus Station

> <

We need to be at the a b o v e i n d i c a t e d p l a c e by (give date a n d departure time):

emarks:

•O c
E 2
o e

CC
IO

Area M o t e l s (Make reservations
and early).
STARDUST MOTEL (1 mi. away)
666 E. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
$27.50 and up (213) 334-0251
C O L O N I A L MOTEL (1 mi. away)
534 E. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91 702
$30 and up (213) 334-2555
Some units with kitchens
MOTEL 6 (20 min. away)
1515 N. Mountain Ave.
Ontario, CA 91 762
$19.74 and up (71 4) 986-1915

(Send to Wayne Bignell by J u n e 15)

(Fill in other s i d e also)

•ORM 1 -b - L O D G I N G A N D M E A L S
>R I NT your name
J / W e plan to stay in a c a m p u s residence hall.
j / W e plan to stay in a

motel

campsite

(Give details, i n c l u d i n g address)

.private h o m e

_

J / W e plan to eat our meals in the d i n i n g room.

Write to: Paul Hostetler
Convention Director
Grantham, PA 1 7027
Phone: (717) 766-2621

J / W e have meal plans as follows:

Bend no money at this time.
Fill in other side also)

FOR M O R E I N F O R M A T I O N

(Send to Paul Hostetler by May 15)

directly

Air Travel to
General Conference
Reservations are now being taken for 90
seats being held on two World Airways
flights between Baltimore and Los Angeles.
One flight (45 seats) leaves Baltimore on Friday, July 2 at 9:00 a.m., arriving in Los
Angeles at 1:50 p.m.; the other leaves at 6:00
p.m. and arrives at 9:00 p.m. Both return
flights leave Los Angeles at 9:30 a.m. and
arrive in Baltimore at 5:15 p.m.; the first on
Friday, July 9, and the second on Sunday,
July 11.
Transportation between Azusa Pacific University and the Los Angeles airport will be by
church bus at a nominal charge. Passengers
will care for their own transportation to and
from the Baltimore airport. (Round trip bus
fare from Harrisburg to the Baltimore airport is about $22 on Capitol Trailways.)
Round trip plane fare currently is $360 per
passenger. (One way travel is possible only if
another person wishes to travel the other
way. At present Paul Hostetler has several
requests for one way travel.)
Reservations must be paid before June 1,
1982. Earlier payment is advisable, since the
present fare of $360 is guaranteed only if
paid before a fare increase (which could
come without prior notice from World Airlines). Cancellations must be made at least
seven days before the flight, or a 25% penalty
will be charged.
Reservations should be sent to Paul Hostetler, Grantham, P A 17027, phone (717)
766-2621. Checks should be made out to
Menno Travel Service (note that you are
paying for a Brethren in Christ General Conference Flight) and mailed to them at 102 E.
Main St., Ephrata, PA 17552, phone (717)
733-4131.
In the event of cancellation, inform both
Paul Hostetler and Menno Travel immediately.

Messiah
College
News
Joanna Lehman

Mail Fall Applications Now
Applications for the fall of 1982 are
running far ahead of schedule at Messiah College. Ron E. Long, Director of
Admissions and Financial Aid says that
Brethren in Christ students should apply
in the next two to three months. He also
states that all financial aid applications
received before April 1 are given priority. The above deadlines should be carefully noted to avoid disappointment
later in the year.

Merit Scholars
This year, all three Merit Scholars at
Messiah College are Brethren in Christ.
One student from each returning class is
chosen by the faculty at the end of each
school year. These Merit Scholars are
selected on the basis of scholarship,
leadership, and school loyalty.
The senior Merit Scholar is Joanna
Lehman, daughter of Charles and A.
Ruth Lehman of York, PA. Joanna is a
biology/pre-med major.
The junior in this select list is David
Zercher, son of Alice Grace Zercher, of
Nappanee, IN. David is a chemistry/premed major.
Bruce Shafer, son of Don and Mar-

David Zercher

Bruce Shafer

lene Shafer of Upland, C A, is the sophomore Merit Scholar. He is a science
major.
Experimental Colleges of the 1960s
Recently the Chronicle of Higher
Education had an article that posed the
question as to where the experimental
colleges of the '60s had gone. They were
initiated in rapid succession when enrollments were mushrooming due to the
post war baby boom. The writer stated
that today those programs are largely
invisible and are admittedly fewer in
number than in the 1960s, and those
continuing are suffering declining enrollment.
Messiah College's Philadelphia Campus was initiated, in cooperation with
Temple University, as an experimental
program during the late 1960s. It was a
first-time effort for a small independent
college to collaborate with a large staterelated university in offering such a program. In the early 1970s it moved from
an experimental to a more permanent
status. With a record enrollment of 68
students this semester, the Philadelphia
Campus is alive and well; it is a significant part of Messiah College's entire
educational atmosphere.

Brethren in Christ Women's Resource List
A recurring comment concerning the role of women in
our denomination is that they are not called upon to
serve according to their individual abilities. It is realized
that women are often not included on church boards or
committees because no one is aware they are available
and very able to serve. Therefore, it would be beneficial
for those wanting to incorporate women's individual abilities to know where and what those untapped resources
are. A list of women within the Brethren in Christ Church
with varied gifts, abilities and talents to be used by the
members of the denomination would fill this need.
Service is part of ourtradition, and the Resource List is
presented in this light. We wish to honestly assess ourselves and then present and share those areas of our
lives in which we have expertise, experience and enjoy-
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ment. This can be a practical and beneficial ministry for
our local congregations and for the denomination.
A wide variety of resources and abilities is solicited.
Whatever you wish to give will be happily received. The
following areas are suggested, although this is not a
definitive list:
administration, art, baking, canning, business,
economics, counseling/listening, macrame, music, quilting, sewing, speaking, teaching, researching, writing.
Please include the following information: name, address, phone number, congregation, conference, resource, abilities, interests or gifts, and experience. Mail
(by the end of April 1982) to: Wanda Thuma McDermond, 28638 Yarian St., Nappanee, IN 46550.

Church News
Allegheny Conference
The Cedar Heights congregation reports reaching a high attendance of 153 during the morning
worship service on Dec. 13. Also, ten persons were
received into fellowship on Dec. 27.
A Farewell Service was held by the Waynesboro
Church for Chris and Steve Newcomer on Sunday
evening, Jan. 3. The Newcomers will be spending a
three year term of service in Zimbabwe with
MCC.

Atlantic Conference
A presentation on the Zuni Indians was given to
the Lancaster congregation on Sunday evening,
Dec. 27, by Allen and Ellyce Charles. The couple is
living in New Mexico.
An all day seminar on family finance was led by
Dr. Don Zook at the Manor Church on Saturday,
Jan. 23.

Canadian Conference
The Cross Roads congregation reports that
recent events included a baptism service for two
persons; eight members received; and a child dedication service.
The youth of the Sherkston congregation hosted a Parents' Night at which time parents of all
ages were invited to attend.

Central Conference
Beginning Jan. 1., Gary Warden assumed responsibilities as Youth Director of the Beulah
Chapel. • The pastor of Sippo Valley Church, Ted
Burwell, has invited the men of the congregation
to join him in prayer each Sunday morning prior
to the Sunday school and worship services.
On Sunday, Dec. 27, 11 leadership personnel
for "Let YOUth Decide" shared in the Western
Hills Sunday school hour. A carry-in dinner was
held following the morning service.

Midwest Conference
A Baptismal Service was held by the Oak Park
congregation on Sunday, Dec. 20. Three persons
were baptized.
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse Dourte were installed as
the pastoral couple of the Rosebank congregation
on Sunday, Jan. 17. Bishop Don Shafer was in
charge of the service.

Pacific Conference
Nine quizzers from the Labish congregation
participated in the Nazarene Youth International
Winter Spectacular recently. One of Labish's
young people placed 3rd and one placed 6th
among the 35 participating quizzers.
A Missions Conference was held by the Upland
congregation on Feb. 5-7, with their pastor, Rev.
Robert Hempy, and Roy Sider showing their
slides of Venezuela. Also sharing in the conference
were several missionary couples who are attending
Fuller Seminary: George and Ethel Bundy
(Navajo), Elias and Fadzai Moyo (London), and
Lawrence and Shirlee Yoder (Indonesia).

For The Record . . .
Births
Apologies to Rev. and Mrs. George C.
Sheffer (above), whose picture should have
appeared in last issue's church news item
about their 50th Wedding Anniversary.

Albrecht: Derek Ray, Dec. 14; Dale and Judy
Albrecht, Rosebank congregation, Ont.
Barley: Christopher Philip, Dec. 29; Richard
and Susan Barley, Manor congregation, Pa.

"Lined" singing without instruments, "amen
corners," special seating for women and men,
inviting people home from church for dinner—
these and more were features of an Old
Fashioned Service held at Pomeroy Chapel,
Smithviile, TN. Dressed for the occasion are
(from left to right, front row) Bertha Oyer,
Elsie Dunn, Zelma Petty and Granny Johnson. Behind them are Virgil Oyer, Richard
Steffee and Larry Steffee, pastor.

Bulgrien: Sarah Ann, Jan. 1; Ralph and Linda
Bulgrien, Mooretown congregation, Mi.
Clippinger: Theresa Joy, Dec. 14; Abraham
and Annette Clippinger, Shermans Valley congregation, Pa.
Eaton: Jennifer Lorraine, Dec. 26; Capt. and
Mrs. Robert Eaton, Omaha, Ne.
Frey: Ryan Emerson, Dec. 27; Quintin and
Cheryl Frey, Manor congregation, Pa.
Grant: David Earl, Oct. 27; Paul and Peggy
Grant, Sherkston congregation, Ont.
Graver: Eric Lamar, Dec. 23; Jan and Janet
Graver, Manor congregation, Pa.
Hohman: Stephanie Ann, Dec. 24; Michael
and Tammy Hohman, Lancaster congregation,
Pa.
Johnston: Eric Matthew, Dec. 22; Dave and
Doris Johnston, Mooretown congregation, Mi.

A "Catch The Vision '81"
Happening

Pictured above are Mr. and Mrs. Gibble holding the painting, with
Henry Ginder (center left) and Ken Reid.

It happened in Canada and the United StatesAt happened in the parsonage of the Stayner Brethren in Christ Church and in the private dining room
of Messiah College. Dr. and Mrs. Henry Ginder were with the Stayner
congregation during "Catch The Vision '81" for a week of Spiritual Growth
Emphasis. He effectively preached the Word and also sponsored this special
stewardship drive. Marilyn Mousseau, an artist in the congregation, "caught
the vision " She presented Dr. Ginder with one of her paintings to be used in
any way he saw fit for the Lord's work. Being strongly missions oriented he
immediately exclaimed, "That picture reminds me of the Matopo Hills!
Look at that big cat sitting on those rocks! This picture will be used for the
cause of missions." Dr. and Mrs. Ginder, pastor and Mrs. Stickley, Charles
and Marilyn Mousseau and Cam Miller then bowed in prayer, dedicating
the picture to the Lord and the work of missions.
Upon his return to Pennsylvania, Brother Ginder immediately set the
wheels in motion for an auction to be held at Messiah College. Selected
mission board personnel, missionaries and business people were invited to a
dinner in the private dining room provided by a very close friend ol the
Ginders. At the appropriate time Rev. Kenneth Reid started the bidding
process with several interested individuals involved. The highest bidder; Mr.
Darrel Gibble, with a $1000 bid.
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Rosebank (KS)
Dedication and Homecoming
Cloudy skies and 3 inches of rain did not dampen the excitement of
members and guests of the Rosebank, KS, congregation as they gathered for
a day of dedication and homecoming, Sunday, Nov. 1.
Knapp: Katrina Joy, July 23; chosen by Bob
and Janice Knapp, Dec. 30, Canton, Oh.
Nafziger: Jeremy Robert, Dec. 14; Robert and
Evelyn Nafziger, Manor congregation, Pa.
Pollard: Bryan, Dec. 19; Ken and Rhoda Pollard, Rosebank congregation, Ont.
Rittenhouse: Aaron David, Dec. 15; Tom and
Linda Rittenhouse, Souderton congregation, Pa.
Ruhl: Jessica Jo, Dec. 27; Jeff and Shirl Ruhl,
Mt. Pleasant congregation, Pa.
Smetzer: Daniel Patrick, Oct. 27; Alan and
Judy Smetzer, Souderton congregation, Pa.
Smith: Jeremy Brian, Oct. 16; Dave and Connie Smith, Souderton congregation, Pa.
Stauffer: Dana Beth, Dec. 23; Jay and Nadine
Stauffer, Lancaster congregation, Pa.
Weldy: Jared Garner, Dec. 31; Bernard and
Violet Weldy, Union Grove congregation, In.

Weddings
Filson-Keeler: Valerie Nichele, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter Keeler, Silverdale, Pa.,
and William Stuart, son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Filson, Greenlane, Pa., Dec. 26, in the Silverdale
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Omer King
officiating.
Hensel-Cheek: Janet Lynn, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Cheek, Salem, Or., and Paul
Arthur, son of Rev. and Mrs. Glenn Hensel,
Sparta, Tn., Dec. 27, in the Clarence Center
Brethren in Christ Church with father of the
groom officiating.
Locke-Johnson: Sarina Frances, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Johnson Jr., and Gordon
Albert, son of Mr. and Mrs. Archibald Locke,
both of Paddockwood, Sask., Dec. 12, in the Paddockwood Brethren in Christ Church with Rev.
D. Maurice Moore officiating.
Miller-Christophel: Alisa, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Christophel Sr., Chambersburg, Pa.,
and Donald, son of Mrs. Nancy Miller, Greencastle. Pa., Aug. 29, in the Hollowell Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. Robert Byers officiating.
Nelson-Timmons: Linda, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Timmons, Greencastle, Pa., and
Gary, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Nelson, Mer-
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Former pastor Charles Norman of Wichita, KS, brought the sermon
during the morning worship service. A special delight came as Mrs. Grace
Hodson, 81, a former church pianist, played a medley of favorite hymns. A
bountiful meal was served at noon.
The church was overflowing as interim pastor Howard Bishop welcomed
all to the afternoon dedication service. General Conference Treasurer Ray
Musser of Upland, CA, brought greetings from the Conference and led in a
time of meditation. Due to illness. Bishop Don Shafer was unable to be
present as planned.
Also shared were written and verbal greetings from the local community
and from friends as far away as Hershey, PA. Following the afternoon
service, a reception and open house was held.
As a result of the building program, the sanctuary is larger and faces west
instead of east. Additions include a new pastor's study, library, nursery,
additional rest rooms, six classrooms, and enlarged kitchen and dining
room. New decor, an enlarged foyer and a new entrance were also included.
A brief history of the church, including pictures of building changes in
1891, were included in a dedication booklet, which also noted the generous
spirit of the congregation in completing the project. As a result of volunteer
labor, the estimated cost of the project was cut in half.

cersburg. Pa., Sept. 27, in the Hollowell Brethren
in Christ Church with Rev. Robert Byers officiating.
Reely-Mave: Lorna Mave, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Crider, and Charles E. Reely,
son of Mrs. Charlotte Engle, both of Waynesboro,
Pa., Dec. 26, in the Five Forks Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. Rupert Turman officiating.
Weaver-Mummau: Lesetta Elaine, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Mummau, Mt. Joy, Pa., and
Marlin Dale, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Weaver,
Lancaster, Pa., Dec. 19, in the Cross Roads
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Harold Reed
and Rev. Jerel Book officiating.
Zimmerman-Berger: Marcie, daughter of Mrs.
Bernice Berger, and Marty, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Zimmerman, both of Greencastle, Pa.,
Oct. 17, in the Hollowell Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. Paul McBeth and Rev. Robert
Byers officiating.

Obituaries
Clippinger: William E. Clippinger, Wells Tannery, Pa., born March 19, 1943, died Dec. 24,
1981. He was married to Linda Griffith Clippinger
who survives. Also surviving are three sons: William Jr., Charles, and David. He was a member of
the Shermans Valley Brethren in Christ Church
where the funeral service was conducted by Rev.
Earl Lehman. Interment was in the adjoining
cemetery.
Dotterer: Mrs. Doris L. Dotterer, Mill Hall,
Pa., born Nov. 21, 1921, died Dec. 19,1981, in the
Lock Haven, Pa., Hospital. She was the daughter
of John B. and Pearl Tyson Lucas who preceded
her in death. She was married to Lawrence E.
Dotterer who survives. Also surviving are three
daughters: Betty Derr, Edna Fidler, and Linda
Grieb; a brother; three sisters; and eight grandchildren. She was a member of the Cedar Heights
Brethren in Christ Church where the funeral service was conducted by Rev. John L. Bundy.
Interment was in the Mount Bethel Cemetery.
Hock: John D. Hock, died Sept. 28, 1981, at
the age of 43. He was the son of Rev. and Mrs.
Harry Hock. He was married to Verna M. Hock
who survives. Also surviving are two daughters:
Mrs. Marsha Elliott and Rhonda; a son, Tony; his
mother; and a grandson. He was a charter member

of the Lakeview Brethren in Christ Church where
he served as deacon. He was also chairman of the
Central Conference Board of Extension. Rev. Bob
Verno and Bishop David Climenhaga conducted
the funeral service in the Lakeview Church.
Interment was in the Ortonville Cemetery.
Nauman: Mrs. Mary Augusta Nauman, born
Aug. 26, 1905, died Nov. 6, 1981. She was the
daughter of William and Martha Hetrick. She was
married to Henry W. Nauman who preceded her
in death Oct. 31, 1977. She is survived by two
children: Clair and Mrs. Grace Derr. She was a
member of the Mt. Pleasant Brethren in Christ
Church where the funeral service was conducted
by Rev. Jerel Book, Dr. Raymond Fetter and Rev.
Henri Eberly. Interment was in the Mt. Ober
Cemetery.
Schock: Jacob M. Schock, born Feb. 27, 1887,
died Dec. 28, 1981 in the Messiah Village Retirement Center. He was the son of John and Mary
Musser Schock. He was married to Anna Frey
Schock who preceded him in death. He is survived
by four daughters: Anna Mary Ehrhart, Martha
Schock, Emma Heisey, and Esther Hess; four
sons: Albert, Rev. John W., Jacob, and Graybill;
two sisters; 22 grandchildren; and 28 great-grandchildren. He was a member of the Manor Brethren
in Christ Church where the funeral service was
conducted by Rev. John Hawbaker and Rev.
Henry Hostetter. Interment was in the Schock
Family Cemetery.
Singer: Sadie B. Singer, born April 6, 1907 in
Huntington Co., Pa., died Nov. 19, 1981. She was
the daughter of Samuel and Mariah Sutton
Smith. She was married to Frank P. Singer who
survives. She is survived by two sons: Paul and
Jack Hockenberry; a daughter, Mrs. Lillian Kohr,
two step-sons: Kenneth and Harvey; two stepdaughters: Mrs. Madeline Wiser and Mrs. Josephine Bigler; 7 grandchildren; 19 step-grandchildren; and a number of step-great-grandchildren.
She was preceded in death by her first husband,
Roy M. Hockenberry. The funeral service was
conducted in the Green Spring Brethren in Christ
Church by Rev. Larry Strouse and Rev. John
Rosenberry. Interment was in the Air Hill
Cemetery.
Smith: Mrs. Betty M. Smith, Hopewell, Pa.,
born Sept. 3, 1923, died Jan. 8, 1982. She was
married to Harry Smith who survives. Rev. Earl
Lehman conducted the funeral service. Interment
was in the Entriken Cemetery.
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The First Baptist Church in Jackson,
Mississippi, is 145 years old. It's a downtown church across from the State
Capitol in a city approaching 300,000.
In the past nine years, the church has
grown in resident church membership
from 3,535 to 4,514 (28% increase); in
average Sunday School attendance from
1,222 to 1,924 (57% increase); and in
annual church budget from $725,000 to
$2,672,000.
First Baptist has been pastorless for
the past nine months. Yet, during that
time it has added 158 new members,
over-subscribed its budget by $75,000
and, according to church leaders, never
12

been healthier. The Sunday School is
frequently credited as the driving force
in the growth of this downtown church.
Rev. David Roddy, minister of Christian Education, is a keen church growth
student and in this article shares some of
his insights into the growth principles
his church and Sunday School have applied.
The Sunday School classes at First
Baptist (which average 20-25 in attendance) are the fundamental units of our
church organization. These units—the
classes—function as the Body of Christ
in miniature. Thus the basic purposes
and goals of the church are carried out
through these supportive, enabling
classes. Sunday School classes carry out
church functions in the following ways:

Small Group Fellowship
We have found that at First Baptist,
as in most churches, individuals join
Sunday School classes first because of
the quality of fellowship. 1 If the fellowship is genuinely welcoming to visitors
and new members, open, accepting,
outward-focused in its corporate personality, and if there is a qualitative relationship among the members, the most
necessary ingredient to growing a Sunday School class has been identified.

Meaningful Bible Study For All Ages
Paul wrote "to know Him
" This
is the central objective for Bible study in
Sunday School. The Bible study experiences must be relevant, alive and worthwhile, and seen as the most important
church-related activity apart from the
worship.
A Caring Ministry For Members and
Prospects
Classes are encouraged to become
caring, affirming parts of the Body of
Evangelical
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Christ, fulfilling the important function
of "shepherding" (Acts 20:28, 1 Peter
5:2, Numbers 27:17, John 10:16). The
larger a church becomes the more difficult it is to adequately care for each
member. So the Sunday School class is
a natural sub-group to assume that
important responsibility of the church.
Such supportive fellowship makes the
Sunday School class an extremely meaningful group in which to belong.

Aggressive in Outreach
We have found, time and time again,
that nothing adds excitement and high
morale to a Sunday School class like
growth. And nothing contributes to a
cold, self-centered class like neglect of
outreach. Therefore, each class is expected to be concerned with and involved in
reaching beyond its own borders in ways
that are compatible and appropriate to
them.
With these objectives and "philosophy
of ministry," then what are the particular Sunday School growth principles
being practiced at First Baptist that have
implications to churches desiring to
catch a new vision for reaching people
and making disciples through the Sunday School?

1 Pastor and Staff Committed to
Growth Through the Sunday
School
I have yet to find a church with a
growing Sunday School that does not
have at least one key person giving
strong, dynamic leadership to the Sunday School. Close observation of most
growing Sunday Schools finds the pastor energetically in support of an education program at the cutting edge of the
church's ministry. While the growth of
the Sunday School is primarily dependent upon the laity of the church, the
pastor and staff create a growth atmosphere through providing the vision, setting challenging goals, training teachers
and officers in growth, and leading the
Sunday School in appropriate growthp r o d u c i n g directions. The Sunday
School, as is true of most organizations
in the church, seldom surpasses the
degree of pastoral commitment and
leadership to that organization. A growing Sunday School begins with the pastor, not the Minister of Education, Sunday School Superintendent, Minister of
Evangelism, or other leader.
February 10, 1982

2 Sunday School is Relevant and
Enjoyable
Take a survey of the average person
and he will say, "Sunday School is a
bore. It's sit still and be instilled." Little
wonder the Sunday School has had to
fight for survival.
Yet, Sunday School can be the most
meaningful time of the week for each
member of the family when the experience is set in a fellowship of love,
warmth, acceptance, when teachers
serve with "shepherding" hearts, and
when the class is involved in fulfilling the
Great Commission.
A "growth consciousness" must be
part of that Sunday School experience.
First Baptist Church prays for growth.
Growth is talked about with excitement
and joy during Prayer Meeting, class
socials, deacons' meetings, and planning
sessions. The addition of new members
to the Sunday School is celebrated in
church publications. We work diligently
to equip our Sunday School members
for effective outreach. Teachers are trained for two high and holy purposes:
1) going to the people ("Go ye therefore"), and 2) teaching the Gospel
("Teach all nations"). That is the Great
Commission in action.

3 Evangelistic Outreach
The former pastor of our church
recently told me, "Nearly 25 years in the
pastorate have taught me that the best
method of fulfilling Christ's desire to
reach people is a witnessing Sunday
School."
Before we can reach people for Christ
the members of our Sunday School
must be sincerely committed to spreading the Good News and fulfilling the
Great Commission. This means that
classes see themselves as being in the
"PEOPLE" business—finding people,
reaching people, helping people, changing people, maturing people. And their
success is measured on this basis.
One of my personal ways of viewing
the activities in our Sunday School is
through the phrase "function determines
organization." That means, if a specific
goal is to be reached the organization
must be structured to achieve that
purpose.

4 Training Leaders
A growing church understands its
nature to be that of growth. Sunday

School leaders must be convinced that
the function and commission of the
church—to reach people with the lifechanging message of Jesus Christ—is
also the function and commission of the
Sunday School. In training of our Sunday School leaders, a large portion of
time is spent on "How To Reach People." The Sunday School is an excellent
place for church members to learn how
to present the Gospel to unbelievers.
God never intended for the world to
have to come inside the church in order
to find Christ. "Behind-the-door" Christianity is not building many great
churches.

5 Set Challenging Growth Goals
One of the most common barriers to
growth in the Sunday School is a lack of
growth planning. Or, as the adage goes,
"Fail to plan and you are planning to
fail." Part of effective planning at First
Baptist is establishing growth goals.
In the early Fall of 1980, we set a
growth goal for reaching 1,000 new
Sunday School members in the coming
year. Each unit adopted a part of this
goal. At the year's end, 825 new members
had been added to the Sunday School.
Had we failed? No one at First Baptist
thought so. We were thrilled to see how
God had been able to use us in reaching
new people.
6 Every Unit Has an Outreach Leader
One energetic and outgoing personality in each class is officially responsible
for leadership in the class' outreach
endeavors. Duties of this important
position involve greeting newcomers,
obtaining information on potential new
members, introducing visitors to other
class members, and personal follow-up
with a visit or contact the next week.
Several of our classes have also assigned
groups that telephone visitors the Sunday afternoon of the day they attended,
with excellent results. The outreach
leader is concerned with enabling each
member of the class to be involved in the
growth efforts of the class instead of
doing all the recruiting, visiting, and
planning himself.
'Arn, McGavran, and Am, Growth: A New
Vision for the Sunday School (Pasadena: Christian Communication, 1980), p. 94.

Reprinted by permission of Church
Growth: AMERICA, 150 S. Los Robles,
Pasadena CA 91101.
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Readers Respond
"Whose birthday is it?"
We appreciated the December 10 edition of the Visitor with the two articles
about celebration plus the one for Dialogue. Having spent eight Christmas
seasons in Africa and now two in Central America, we realize more clearly
that every country has its own version of
what Christmas means and that the
things that overshadow Christ's birth
are varied.
Here we have Santa Claus and "snowmen" in spite of 80 degree temperatures.
But the new element for us to observe in
these countries with a long Roman
Catholic tradition is the preoccupation
with the Virgin Mary. Here the elaborate early December celebrations of

\L0GUE DIALOGUE

Tell me more
I appreciated the report, "Assembly
considers Christian response to nuclear
arms race" (Dec. 25 issue). Included was
brief mention of three possible stances in
that response.
I was particularly interested in the

"separation" stance advocated by Herman Reitz. It is good to learn that such a
position is not extinct among the successors of the Anabaptists. This separation
view seems to be the only one that does
justice to the historic Anabaptist basis
for non-participation in war, namely the
theology of two kingdoms.
The other stances are activist and are
not compatible with two kingdom theology. Unfortunately, it is seldom recognized that these activist views have
deserted the old and have not developed
a new theological foundation. Without
a theological foundation one is left to
shuffle proof texts in the dark.
I for one would like to read what
Brother Reitz said to the assembly. Let's
hear more about this separation type of

DIALOGUE DIALOGUE DIALOGUE DIALOGUE SIM.LOG

Some budget
With the approaching final approval
and implementation of "Renewal . . .
2000" I would like to express some of my
concerns about the feasibility of the
proposal to have all giving for church
agencies channeled through the "Cooperative Ministries" treasury and divided
out according to percentages.
I have talked with quite a number of
keen thinking people who do not believe
that this is a workable plan. The farther
removed from the giver the recipient is,
the greater is the loss of interest in special giving. The scheme sounds beautiful
in theory, but for it to be workable
would require that the same overall
agency that receivA and dispenses the
money be responsible to see that the
budget is raised in its entirety. To me this
is a visionary procedure but not practical.
I have been closely connected with the
Board for Missions and very keenly feel
the end of year push to meet the budget.
This year more than $550,000 was raised
during the last month through an intensive fund raising drive. Will this kind of
drive be possible when all of our giving
is channeled through an agency so far
removed from all of us that it just
receives and divides the money that
comes in?
I frequently hear the statement made
14

Mary's own conception are more important for many than celebrating the birth
of Christ.
We add our agreement to these articles in the Visitor and actively search for
ways to keep all our celebrations simple,
biblical and meaningful for the whole
family.
Marshall and Eleanor Poe
Managua, Nicaragua

To be considered for publication,
letters must be signed
and should be 300 words or less.

concerns
that we as a church are over-budgeted. I
really don't think we are if we consider
our tithing potential in the light of a full
tithing constituency. But that does not
seem to be the way things work, and we
must face reality as it exists.
What does bother me is the fact that
our agencies adopt a budget—with
General Conference approval—and then
proceed to spend on the basis of the
budget rather than on what can reasonably be expected to be raised. During
1980 one of our church agencies borrowed heavily to complete the year's
operations. However, I am told that the
spending pattern of this agency has been
drastically altered for this past year.
In the past, the Board for Missions
borrowed heavily during the year, often
at high interest rates, to maintain current operations with the idea of paying it
back at the time of the end of year fund
raising drive. I understand the board has
now adopted a policy designed to keep
expenditures more nearly within receipts.
Now I have nothing against spending
the budget amount if it can be raised.
However, I do feel rather strongly that
much of the money is given by sacrificing people and that we should be extremely careful how we spend funds raised in
this way. A short time ago I heard of a

pastor of meager means who wrote a
check to missions for the entire balance
in his checking account after listening to
a missionary appeal. This should make
us want to cut out unnecessary spending. Maybe we should ask ourselves, "Is
this particular item of mission expense
really necessary? Are there places where
we could cut down on spending without
damaging the overall impact of missions?"
I'm not at all sure how my ideas could
be implemented, but I feel that at some
point we are going to have to bring our
spending into line with receipts. Maybe
it will take a year or two of deficits to
bring the matter to a head. But I feel that
sooner or later we will have to face the
issue. Neither do I feel that the cooperative ministries idea will solve our problems. It will probably just re-distribute
the shortages.
I believe that the Lord's ideal for us
would be to take a long hard look at our
spending patterns and cut out unnecessary spending wherever possible. Then
we could feel free to appeal for sacrificial
giving from our constituency. But in any
case we must be fiscally responsible and
make a serious effort to bring our spending into line with receipts.
Lewis B. Sider
Messiah Village
Mechanicsburg, PA
Evangelical
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response to nuclear madness. The alternative is to develop an adequate theological foundation for another type of
response.
Herbert J. Hoover
East Berlin, PA
A new songbook?
I was upset by Dwight Thomas' article "Sing to the Lord a new song" (Nov.
25 issue).
As a volunteer under Brethren in
Christ missions, I question the priorities
and goals of the Brethren in Christ
Church which would allow you to spend
over $100,000 for a new hymnal when
the old one is only twenty years old and
your mission programs are suffering due
to lack of funds. Perhaps your pride in
tradition and denomination is standing
in the way of the Lord's work.
I have a few questions in response to
the list of criteria in Thomas' article.
1. Has your theology changed drastically since 1963?
2. Are the 1963 hymnal songs not
singable or musically interesting?
3. Are they shallow, irrelevant or of
poor quality?
Furthermore, if the present hymnal
doesn't "speak to current Brethren in
Christ concerns and needs" and "reflect
contemporary trends," it seems that a
more stewardly response would be for
each congregation to purchase a set of
supplementary songbooks that would
fill the needs felt by their congregation.
What will happen to the outdated but
good-condition hymnals when the new
ones are ready? Can this be justified in
light of world need?
Finally, one listed criteria was that the
hymnal "represent our vision of the
Church's mission in the world." What
exactly is your vision? How many empty
stomachs will these hymnals fill? How
many souls will they win for the Kingdom? What percent of the 3,100 languages into which the Bible has not been
translated will be affected by this hymnal?
It is not my desire to cause offense by
this letter. However v I felt your stewardship needed to be challenged.
Michele Arnett
Choma, Zambia

Persons corresponding with Mennonite Mutual Aid should note the
addition of a post office box number: MM A, 110 North Main Street,
P.O. Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526.
Phone: (800) 348-7468.

Editor's Notebook

Cancelled due to snow
6:00 Sunday morning. Up to help the boys with their paper route. For a
change, it looks as if we will have church today. I'm glad.
The snow is piled high along the streets, and the icy wind blows a few fine
flakes into the open tailgate of the station wagon as we head down Van Buren
Street. But the streets seem quite passable—only a few small drifts on Miami
Drive, which runs next to an open field on the edge of town. Two weeks ago at
this time, drifts were nearly two feet high here. That week, the papers were
delivered from South Bend (the truck comes about 3:00 a.m.), but winds and
snow combined for near blizzard conditions by church time. And the week
before that, our weekend blizzard had started on Saturday. (No Sunday paper
that week!)
8:45 a.m. Off to church early for choir rehearsal. In addition to singing in
morning worship, we are hosting several other churches in an evening choir
festival. It's only a half mile from town to church, but the visibility is
decreasing. Crews haven't plowed Route 19. The winds seem much stronger
out here.
Some choir members haven't arrived yet. The pastor phones; he can't start
his car. Another choir member pulls in with an update on the forecast. One of
the deacons, a choir member, voices the question: do we cancel services? And
what about the choir festival? The weather report is ominous.
The choir director goes out to phone one of the other churches. While she is
gone, we practice this morning's selection, "Greater is He."
9:05 a.m. Both morning and evening services will be cancelled. Choir
members and director look dejected. The deacon's wife begins phoning people
who live out in the country, so they don't start the trip to church. We will have
a brief devotional at 9:30 for those who make it to church, then dismiss. The
wind howls around the front door as one of the trustees walks in.
9:30 a.m. Linda just arrives with our three children and a neighbor,
commenting "I didn't think I could make it. The roads are really bad!" But
Rick and Helen are here. They say they must have considered turning back at
least ten times during the 18 mile trip from their home in Goshen to church.
(That's faithfulness.)
We sing a hymn, read the scripture listed in the bulletin, take an offering,
and have prayer. Someone comments on the hymn of the month: "From
Every Stormy Wind That Blows." Not many people stay to talk; most are
anxious to get home. Drifts have started to form around cars that pulled into
the lot less than an hour ago. Everyone makes it home safely although some
cars had so much snow blown into the engine compartment that they would
barely run.
I reflect on my feelings of having three out of four Sunday morning worship
services cancelled due to snow. The first weekend blizzard seemed novel,
exciting in a way. (No doubt part of that dynamic was the fact that Erwin
Thomas and I were on our way home from a committee meeting in Pennsylvania. At 3:30 a.m. that Sunday, we were stopped 30 miles from home by
blinding snow and had to "hole up" in a motel until 10:00 a.m.) But now, after
this third cancellation, I feel short-changed. I miss the pastor's sermons, and
my Junior High class. I miss the sense of corporate worship, and fellowship
with the people of God. The ministrations of media preachers or even special
family devotions in front of the wood stove can't replace, at least for me, our
coming together as a local congregation. (Is this the way some of our shut-ins
feel? If so, we need to find a way of taking corporate worship to them from
time to time.)
Now it is Wednesday afternoon. Snow has started to fall again—four
inches is expected, with wind. I wonder if the mid-week service will be
cancelled?
G
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General Conference Information
This issue of the Evangelical Visitor
includes the special General Conference insert. Please read it carefully if
you plan to attend General Conference, and kindly fill in the two reply
forms and return them by the indicated deadlines. (Canadian readers received the conference insert in the January 25 issue )
Your pastor either has, or soon will
have, extra copies of the insert. The
Convention Director, Assistant Convention Director Aaron Stern, and the
bishops also have extra copies.
The first business session of the 1982
General Conference, convening at
Azusa Pacific University, Azusa, CA,
will be on Saturday, July 3, at 1 p.m.
(earlier than at previous conferences).
Registration at Conference will be on
Friday evening, July 2, from 6 to 9
p.m., and continue on Saturday from 8
to 12 noon. The final business session
is scheduled to conclude at noon on
Thursday, July 8, 1982.
Ample lodging and good meals are
available on the campus. Costs are a
bit lower than in 1980. The facilities
are all very good and, coupled with
California friendliness and hospitality,
will draw many Brethren in Christ
people, including whole families, to the
West Coast this summer.
The Convention Director will again
be assigning space for exhibits. Please
make your request in terms of 8-foot
modules. To cover rental costs, kindly
include a check for $10 for each 8-foot
table needed. A limited number of
tables will be near outlets. If you need
an electrical outlet, please include that
information with your request.
Boards, committees, and agencies
may submit requests for meeting rooms
to be used either before, during, or
after the Conference to the Convention Director. This can be done either
before or during the Conference. Give
date and time, and how many will be in
16

the group. The President's Dining
Room, seating 40, and the Faculty
Dining Room, seating about 80, can
be booked for mealtimes or for other
special events.
Blocks of seats are being held on
World Airways, Baltimore/Los Ange-

les, on Friday morning and evening,
July 2, and for the return trip on Friday and Sunday mornings, July 9 and
11. The roundtrip fare (as of this writing) is $360. See page 9 of this issue for
more information. Your pastor also
has full details on this trip.
For more Conference information,
contact Paul Hostetler, Grantham, PA
17027. Phone: (717) 766-2621.

See page 9 for
flight

Information

Chartered Bus to
General
Conference
Two modern, restroom-equipped, air conditioned 47-passenger buses have been reserved for a June 27 to July 17 trip to General
Conference. The schedule and points of
interest for possible stops follows. The total
fare for the round trip from Messiah College
to Azusa, CA is $295, which does not include
meals, lodging or admission charges. Motel
rates are estimated at $15 per night, 2 in a
room, reserved by the bus company.
Passengers may be picked up in the
Chambersburg area on the first day, but all
passengers will end the trip at Messiah
College.
To reserve a seat, send a check for $295 per
person (made payable to "Conference Bus
Trip") to Paul Hostetler, Grantham, PA
17027 by April 1. N o reservations are guaranteed until the first bus is filled; the same for
the second bus. All money refunded soon
after April 1 if bus(es) are not filled.
After a bus is filled, no money will be
refunded after April 1 unless there is a waiting list or in the event of extreme emergency.
One way travel is available if someone else
travels the other way.
If one bus is filled, the driver will be Terry
Stoudnour. If the second bus is filled, the
driver will be Layton Shoemaker. Both teach
at Messiah College, and drove the buses to
the 1980 General Conference.
For more information, call Paul Hostetler, (717) 766-2621.

SCHEDULE:
Sun 6/27—Messiah College to Knoxville,
TN. Worship service on bus, Natural
bridge
Mon 6/ 28—Knoxville to W. Memphis, AR.
The Hermitage, Nashville tour
Tue 6/29—W. Memphis to Oklahoma City.
Arkansas State Capitol, Little Rock
tour
Wed 6/30—Oklahoma City to Tucumcari,
N M . Cowboy Hall of Fame and Western Heritage, Oklahoma State Capitol
Thu 7/1—Tucumcari to Flagstaff, AZ. Albuquerque, Pueblo Cultural Center,
Painted Desert
Fri 7/2—Flagstaff to Azusa, CA. Mojave
Desert
Sat 7 / 3 to Thu 7/8 noon—General Conference
Thu 7/8—Disneyland in p.m., or on your
own
Fri 7/9—Azusa to Grand Canyon, AZ
Sat 7/10—Grand Canyon National Park
Sun 7/11—Grand Canyon to Bloomfield,
NM. Service on bus, Painted Desert,
Four Corners, Mesa Verde, BIC Navajo Mission
Mon 7/12—Bloomfield to Colorado Springs.
Wolf Creek Pass, Flying W Ranch
Tue 7/13—Colorado Springs to Denver. Air
Force Academy, downtown Denver,
Mountain Parks tour
Wed 7/14—Denver to Manhattan, KS. Abilene (Eisenhower Museum)
Thu 7/15—Manhattan to St. Louis, Mo.
Harry Truman museum, riverboat tour
Fri 7/16—St. Louis to Columbus, OH.
Arch, Gateway, Indianapolis Speedway
Sat 7/17—Columbus to Messiah College.
Wheeling, Fostoria Outlet
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